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Ruth Robinson, a former
student from
Lexington,
brought suit in U.S. District
Court, during the 1971-72 school
year, charging that she, as a
freshman student, was denied
constitutional
rights
by
university policy which set
dormitory hours for women, but
not for men.
• The nighttime curfews for
women, she alledged, violated
her Fourteenth Amendment
right to the equal protection of
the law.

Her suit was dismissed in the
district court of Judge Bernard
T. Mohnahan Jr.
The appeals court, in
upholding the lower court
decision, said the primary
justification of the worn ens'
dormitory hours, "is that of
safety. It asserts that women
are more likely to be criminally
attacked later at night and are
physically less capable of
defending themselves than
men.
"The goal of safety," the
court continued in a 3-0 opinion
written by Chief Circuit Judge
Harry Phillips, "is a legitimate
concern of the Board of Regents
and this court cannot say that
the regulations in question are
not rationally related to the
effectuation of this reasonable
goal."

Talent Showcase
Set March 30-31
Six up and coming musical
groups will spotlight a showcase
of talent as over thirty Kenlucky and Tennessee colleges
will convene for a workshop at
Eastern, March 30 and 31,
sponsored by the EKU Center
Board.The Ky.-Tenn. unit of the
National Entertainment Conference (NEC) under unit
Coordinator, Skip Daugherty,
will meet to discuss educational
aspects of entertainment
programming.
Delegates attending the
workshop represent center
boards throughout Kentucky

and Tennessee. The workshop
will assist schools in the area on
such topics as "Desired
Bookings,"
"Contract
Negioations," "Travel
Regulations" and "En Route
Booking."
The highlight of the workshop
will be a showcase of talent
consisting of six groups appearing Friday and Saturday at
Brock Auditorium at 8:00 P.M.
Three groups will appear each
night and Eastern students are
invited to attend both nights for
the price of only a quarter
(Continued On Page Eight)

BY USA COLLINS
Staff Writer
Dr. J.C. Powell, vice
president for administration,
spoke on the University's
membership i
in
the
Southern
Association
of
Colleges and Schools in a recent
meeting of Eastern's chapter of
the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP).
Every 10 years, member
institutions of the SACS are
evaluated in a self-study conducted over an 18-month period
by the institution and a committee form SACS.
Eastern's second ten years
will have ended next fall, and at
that time the study will begin.
The first five months will be
used (o collect data. In eight
months, studies by the faculty

Students Still
Mjlislit Register

For Service
The federal government has
designated the University
Registrar's Office as a place for
male
Eastern
Kentucky
University students to register
for Selective 'Service when
becoming eighteen
years of
age.
This registration must be in a
period of sixty days. This sixty
days runs thirty days before and
thirty days after the student's
eighteenth birthday.
This is being done as a service
to our University students.
Local Selective Service Boards
have been reduced to only
twenty for the entire State.
There is no ?*an now by the
«... ffewiw ggg^iaaart to draft any
more men for the Armed Servjpes.j unless an emergency
program fails to supply personnel fdr the Armed Services.
Students desiring to register
should come to Coates
Administration Building, Room
113, and see the Registrar.
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Photos By Russell Tapp

In spring a young man's
fancy turns to love. That may
just be the case for this
student who adorns his friend
with a wild flower plucked
from the ravine.

'Where Have All The Flowers Gone?9
False Fire Alarms Cited

Regents Approve Safety Rules...

The Board of Regents has
approved a report and
recommendations from the
Committee to Solve Fire and
Safety Problems in Residence
Halls concerning false fire
alarms.
The Committee, composed of
faculty and student members,
began working in January, and
reported that there ha(HflM$.9
false fire alarms during tneiirst
semester. Commonwealth
# reported 42 false fires during the
and staff will be completed. At first semester, which was high
the end of the year, the for the campus. Costs for
University Steering Committee replacing bells, clappers and
will begin to draft the report other fire alarm parts of
and in the next months, a Commonwealth Hall alone were
campus editor will put the $546.50.
finishing touches on the report.
The Board of Regents adopted
Committee
proposals that bells
At that time, an SACS
committee
will visit the should be shut off as soon as
campus for approximately five possible during a false alarm;
days, during which time they will and that President Robert R.
interview faculty and students Martin authorize a $50 reward
and, according to Dr. Powell, for information "leading to the
"look in closets or anything else
they want to do."
The committee gets the
report compiled by the
Three academic policies,
University, and in turn, gives
recommendations as to possible dealing with excessive final
improvements. If the com- examinations, transfer of
mittee isn't satisfied with what credits and changing of grades,
it sees at an institution, it may were, adopted last week by the
ask (he institution to change Board of Regents.
Students may now reschedule
either the particular program
it is displeased with or the final examinations, through
purpose behind it.
their college dean, to prevent
"The last lime it was a great taking more than three exams
boost to the University in terms in one day.
of progress," said Dr. Powell.
The transfer of credits policy
"We were a better university has been broadened to permit
for it..."
the transferring student two

AAUP Reminded
Of SACS Evaluation

apprehension and sanction of

University
Students.

Handbook

Next, the library standards,
student personnel, special
activities, graduate program
and research department are
evaluated.
Dr. Powell said the evaluation
of accredited institutions in
some nations is a federal or
government role, but in the U.S.
it is done by the six regional
SACS agencies, which are independent,
but
• work
cooperatively with each other.
As a part of the study.
Eastern's Steering Committee
will be "a planning, organizing
and prodding group." said Dr.
Powell. Faculty will be "very"
involved in the formulation of
departmental self-studies, as
well as the overall study.

for

any individual responsible for
setting off a false fire alarnv y The Committee further
causing damage to fire safety recommended that it reconvene
equipment, or causing fire at the end of the semester to
safety equipment to be evaluate the effectiveness of its
inoperable."
proposals. If there is no marked
decline in the number of false
The Board also proposed that
fire alarms at the end of the
giving a false fire alarm and -or current semester, the Comtampering with fife-fighting*
mittee
recommended
a
equipment be added to the list of
University policy stipulating
specific offenses in the mandatory evacuation" of all
University Handbook for
dormitories beginning with the
Students.
fall semester. Sanctions against
A minority of the Committee
persons failing to evacuate
recommended
that
dorms would range from oral
punishemerit for setting off a
reprimand to social probation.
false alarm tje automatic
In other action last week, the
suspension from school. The
Board took note of this Board also approved the
recommendation, however, it cessation of a University
was not part of the report ap- operated ambulance service.
The decision was based on
proved by the Regents.
Punishment to violators of the recent legislation prescribing
offense will be one of five strict operating instructions for
service.
An
sanctions set forth in the ambulance

estimated cost for personnel
alone, would be $48,000 annually
if Eastern were to meet the
requirements of the law.
Eastern students can, at their
own expense, receive'ambulance service through the
City-County Ambulance Service
operated by Richmond and
Madison County.

BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor
Chuck Kelhoffer's two years
as
Student
Association
president ends in four weeks
with the inauguration of a
successor. The race for
Kelhoffer's job has more than
warmed up and promises to get
hotter as the April 18 election
day approaches.
Yesterday six male students
were seeking the presidency.
Today at press time four were
left. Only when petitions come
in tomorrow will the actual field
be definite.
With
torrid
political
manuevering sparking the
week, rumors have circulated
that the field would narrow for
the race. Observers agree that
the eventual contest will be
between two juniors,, David M.
Peters and Steve Slade.
The only black student in the
race, Hubert Hagan, dropped
out when difficulties arose in
finding a vice presidential
running mate. The rules say
candidates must run as a ticket.
Hagan will decide tonight
whether or not to seek one of the
six senator-at-large seats.
Hagan may align with the
Slade faction. Four have taken
petitions naming Slade's
W.H.I.G. party as their base.
Bernard O-Bryan dropped out
of the presidential race
yesterday to become the fifth
Slade Senatorial running mate.
The candidacy of Iver
Standard was uncertain at
press time. Standard is serious
about the race, but has yet to
find a vice presidential partner
according to the student
government office.

The vice presidential hopefuls
running with Peters and Slade
indicate they'll be in the race
until election day.
Steve Rowland, who almost
made the race for top spot, said
he and Slade would be in the
race all the way. Kandy Clay,
the only female seeking high
office, said she would be a
candidate
with
Peters
throughout the campaign.
Two years ago this spring
Chuck Kelhoffer ended a term
as Senate president pro tempore with a free ride to the
presidency. He ran unopposed.
Last spring Kelhoffer took 56
percent of the vote in a hotly
contested race against Charlie
Abner (28 percent) and William
R. Ramey (16 percent).
Sharon Crews has served as
vice president since 1971. She
was elected at a time when a
female took a similar position
at the University of Kentucky
and a female was elected
president at Western Kentucky
University.
Senior Bob Kelley began as a
joke candidate, but now says
he's very interested, and will
run seriously.
Kelhoffer's only comment
was that his successor would
win the title only, and would
have to work to gain respect
and assume leadership.
Absent from the list of candidates is the name Stratton.
Sophomore twin brothers
Danny and David have been
rumored as candidates since
the fall semester. Both,
however, will support Peters.
And both indicate keen interest
in the presidential election one
year from now.
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Strong Resigns As Head Coach

A committee has been appointed by Eastern President
Robert R. Martin to consider
applicants for the head
basketball coaching position
vacated Thursday by the
resignation of Guy Strong.
Strong, who led the Colonel
basketball squad to an Ohio
Valley Conference championship and NCAA playoff
berth during his six years a t
Eastern, has accepted the head
coaching job at Oklahoma Sate
University in Stillwater. .
options when transferring grades, or to. withdrawal*
He succeeds Sam Aubrey who
credits from other institutions passing or failing. Such changes worked as an assistant to Hank
will be initiated by th&.jrofessor Iba for eight years before
to Eastern.
Under the current policy a and sent to the Registrar becoming head coach in 1970.
the
department
student may transfer credits through
"I regret that Guy is leaving
chairman.
from other institutions as a 2.0
us," said Dr. Martin in anA grade change involving the nouncing Strong's resignation.
(C) average. The new option
raising or lowering of a letter "He has done an outstanding
will allow students to transfer grade will go from professor to
their actual grade point department chairman to college job in developing the basketball
Oklahoma
average from another in- dean before being sent to the program here.
State made him a lucrative
stitution .
Registrar. (' The
recomThe Board also adopted a mendation had been made to offer and Guy thrives on the
proposal for changing "in- Eastern President Robert R. "type of challenges and opcomplete" grades to letter Martin by the Faculty Senate portunities his new position
presents.
"He is a gentleman who has
conducted our program in an
exemplary manner and he has
been a wonderful developer of
Six new academic programs childhood education will be proved by the Board include a the young men he has coached
have been added to the Eastern made available through the new curriculum for an athletic here."
/
curriculum following approval M.A. in education program. coaching endorsement of
According to President
by the Board of Regents last Teachers will be able to acquire women to the secondary Martin,
all
applications
week.
depth in their knowledge of the teaching certificate, another for received at the University will
Two Bachelor of Science young child and to prepare a men's coaching endorsement be referred to the committee.
programs, a Master of Arts and them for positions in early and a program to prepare both He said that Tom Harper and
three athletically oriented childhood education centers. men and women as athletic Jack
Hissom,
Strong's
programs, which were apThe athletic programs ap- trainers.
assistants, will receive full
proved earlier by the Council on
consideration along with other
Academic Affairs and Faculty
applicants .
1
Senate, are included in the
Announcing
his
move
to the
t
programs.
Big
Eight
Conference
school,
The Board of Regents ap- University and her doctorate
The new bachelor's programs
Strong said that "I could oiot
are in the areas of microbiology proved the appointment of Dr^j
from
the
University
of have asked for a bener
and environmental resources, Lola T. Doane. assistant
coaching situation than I had at
of
educational Mississippi ■■ She has been at
and will/be administered by the professor
Eastern
since
1970.»
Eastern. I want to express my
Department of Biological psychology and guidance, as
1
The
Boar'
»ho
approved-Dr.
sincere
appreciation for the
Chairman of the Department of
Sciences ■'"'"'
Byno
Rhodes
as
acting
chairunqualified
support I received
The environmental science Education Psychology an<f
from
President
Martin and the
man
of
the
Department
of
program f is designed to help Guidance effective at the
English
for
the
fall
semester,
Boacd
of
Regents'.
I wi!> ?i""M*7vx
meet the growing demand for beginning of the 1973-74 school
students
prepared
in year. She will also serve as 1973 while Dr. Kelly Thurmah'is 'appreciate the wonderful
generalized ecological study. chairman during the summer on an approved leave, of ab- support of our students, faculty
and the Richmond Comsence.Theotner program wljj prepare
1973 session while Dr. Robert
Dr.
Rhodes,
who
received
his
munity."
students for careers in clinical Hayes takes an approved leave
B.A..
M.A.,
and
Ph.
D.
from
Strong said «he "especially
sanitation) of absence.
microbiology,
appreciates
the fact that I am
Vanderbilt University is a
microbiology or for graduate
leaving
with
the full enDr. Doane received her A.B. professor of English. He has
level work.
dorsement
of
Dr.
Martin and
Emphasis in the early and M.A. from Morehead State been at Eastern since 1958.

... Adopt Academic Policies

The evaluation has 12;
catagories. First the objectives
and purposes of the school are
stated. This is followed by
observations on how it performs
in relation to the objectives,
education
program.
effectiveness of instruction and
objectives; and
financial resources,.

Thursday, March 29, 1973

'73 Senate Race
Off And Running

Court Upholds
Coed Dorm Hours
A district court ruling that an
Eastern student's constitutional
rights had not been violated by
the university's establishment
of dormitory hours for women
was upheld Wednesday by the
6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati./

/

knowing that I am leaving a Paul McBrayer. He had begun
program that I feel is a sound his collegiate playing career at
one. I wish my successor and the University of Kentucky
where he was a member of the
team the best of luck."
The best of Strong's half 1951 NCAA championship team
.dozen seasons at EKU came in before transferring to Eastern.
Following his graduation
1971-72. The Colonels finished
15-11 overall and 9-5 in OVC from Eastern, Strong served as
play, good for a championship coach at Richmond Madison
tie. They won a playoff for the before going to Louisville Male.
A native of Irvine, where he
right to participate in the NCAA
tournament where they lost by played on Irvine High's 1948
only two (83-81) to eventual State Tournament team, he
national runnerup Florida entered collegiate coaching at
Virginia Tech. In his season
State.
Earlier in the season that there he led the Gobbler freshsquad won the All-College man team to an 11-1 mark.
His last position before
Classic
Tournament
at
coming
to Eastern was at
Oklahoma City.
Kentucky
Wesleyan. In his four
Strong has accumulated a 154years
there,
he took the Pan95 record in 10 seasons of
thers
to
the
NCAA Collegecollegiate coaching. His years
at Eastern saw him record 78 Division playoffs three times. In
wins and 65 losses, including a 1966, Wesleyan ended a 24-6
12-13 record and 7-7 OVC mark year with an NCAA championship.
this year.
He calls that victory, along
A 1955 Eastern graduate.
Strong played on an Ohio Valley with his championship team at
Conference championship team Eastern, his greatest moments
his senior season under Coach in basketball.

...Add Six New Programs

...Appoint Department Heads

Coach Guy Strong

■Onffia
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Crisis In Conduct
Unpopular Dorm Inspections Warranted By Behavior
While the Board of Regents duly
honored the designers and architects of
Eastern on Founders Day, a quiet but
noticeable disrespect was being shown.
Inside the well planned dorms
destruction and disrespect for the
propertybyasmall though strongly felt
few was taking place.
And then we all wonder why there
are weekly room inspections. The
answer seems plainly that we've
brought the room checks on ourselves.
No one likes the searches. It's a
nuisance to the student who keeps a

which certainly for the most part have
been. Maybe too, we can liberate the
coffee drinker and not force hot pot
holders to weekly hide them. The
coffee pot ban isn't necessary.

clean room, a threat to the occupant of
the quarters that resemble a roadside
dump, and surely a bother to head
residents and resident assistants.
Student Senate seems to think
students are too mature for such homelike treatment. That's a compliment.
Certainly many students display
sanitary good sense. It's the few rotten
apples whose rooms look and smell
rotten who've made room checks a
reality for some time to come.
If the investigations are to continue,
let us expect reasonable inspections,

A serious problem in dorm care is
the assessment of money to pay for
repairs. Students should pay for
anything they destroy. But the
University should repair damage paid
for within a reasonable period.
Breakage students paid for in the late
60's still remains unreplaced in some
cases.
This being the computer age of
keeping up with people, and with the
**?
tightness of rules at Eastern, it is
understandable why there is student
concern over room inspections. No one
( enjoys being watched or held by the
hand.
But there is justification for administrative concern and inspections
sanctioned by the Regents. When
rooms are like pig pens, we're all put in
playpens.
^

Guest Reprint

Action For Indians Needed
BY DON MILLS
Editor The Lexington Herald
. . . Make possible independent legal
The Nixon administration is on
counsel to protect Indians' land, water
solid ground when it reminds Congress
and mineral rights.
that it has been sitting on potentially
. . .Channel education welfare and
useful Indian legislation since 1971-and
agricultural assistance funds directly
how about rising to the occasion?
to tribes.
One of the seven pending bills
. . . Elevate the bureaucratic
would attack the Great White Father
ranking of the commissioner of Indian
problem by enabling tribes to take over
affairs.
reservation services and programs
It is the need for more federal
now run by federal departments, infunds that is the central issue for most
cluding the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Indian tribes today. These are people
Other bills would:
whose life expectancy is 47 years,
. . . Provide funds for loans and loan
compared with the 70.8 of other
guarantees for economic development
Americans; whose unemployment rate
on reservations.
is nearly eight times as high; whose
median family income is less than half
as large; and whose suicide rate,
tragically, is twice that t for the
population
as a whole.
We've noted before that protection
When the skirmishing at Wounded
for the natural environment comes
Knee is over, Congressmen
should
from simple action from sensible
overcome
their
resentment
and
weigh
people.
the legislation on its merits. What
Thus, it is highly commendable that
Indian leaders need and agree upon
one Eastern office has altered a
and
deserve is the degree of selfprocedure just a small bit in order to
government each tribe desires and the
use less paper.
federal funding required to make it
News and Publications changed the
work.
large identifying plate at the top of its
That is the least the United States
news releases to a small, subdued
owes
to a people it has all but
style. The result is less paper wasted
destroyed.
by unwisely used space.
That's a good example for others to
follow. Officer and organizations don't
always use paper sensibly. Consequently mailboxes are often emptied
to find something like, for example, the
Faculty Senate agenda which requires
hundreds of sheets of paper to say
nothing.
Every change for the better, no
Questions Whether
matter how small, certainly helps.
Candidates Serious

Good Move

-

..Hope My Batteries Last 'Til Midnight...
M

conscience "

Bible Is Indeed Number One
BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor

The Living Bible, a paraphrase of the
Bible in modern English, was the
country's best-selling book in 1972.

Numerous Student Services
Available Free Of Charge
Too often problems go unanswered
because solutions aren't sought in the
proper places. A lot of answers can be
found at Eastern in specific spots.
General Problems. Trouble or no
trouble, it's a pleasure to visit
University Ombudswoman Janet
Hibbard. The attractive, friendly
professor spends hours daily in the
Powell Building glad to receive a
student's questions. And the best partshe's got suggestions.
Personal Problems. Personal growth
is as important, if not more so, than
academic. Enter then the growing
pains. The confidential, professional
counselors at Ellendale (next to Todd
Hall) are listeners and helpers. Daily

V-

call 2241. At night dial crisis line also
2241.
Study Diffculties. Are you a slow
reader? The Learning Lab can help.
The number is 3659. English a hassle?
Call 5861 and ask how to get into a
special brush-up course. Other
academic questions can be directed the
Academic Affairs office at 3884.
Jobs. Placement Service in the Jones
Building has job contacts for students
and alumni. They'll match you with
possible employers. Both summer and
after graduation jobs can be found.
Call 2765. They're eager to help.
Legal Advice. The civil liberties
union at Eastern can provide simple
information or contact attorneys
regarding legal matters. Call 3696.

^►REAPER'S VIEWPOINTS^

Coach Strong
Leaves Legacy

I

The people who do nothing get no
criticism and achieve little. Basketball
Coach Guy Strong set his goals high,
and like all coaches has been cussed
and discussed. But he has succeeded.
Above any other fact or figure, we
can recognize Strong for his integrity.
He stands as tall as a seven foot center
on the matter of honesty. A man of this
nature brings respect to sports, and
Strong has brought respect to Eastern
and the OVC for flawlessly fair
recruiting.
The Strong method of basketball
includes so much more than winning.
His strides to fully develop players as
athletes and as men stand as a tribute
to the personable coach.
Eastern basketball ,has climbed
under Strong's leadership. Recall the
1.VAK eHp.'the performance in regular
competition, the great Kentucky
basketball spirit-Strong's foresight
and hard work helped shape this.
Best wishes to the coach and his
family. May the only future Oklahoma State defeats come when you ^
return to Alumni Coliseum.

one who has been raised in an environment that
opposes war and killing in all forms, either by
religious or personal conviction.
Besides, the academic world should be the last
group to criticize our leadership. Only about 50
percent of the college students eligible to vote
even bothered to show-up and vote. And this
came after a lot of crying around about how
unfair it was to risk one's neck at 18 and not
being able to vote. Therefore, about 5,000
students on the Eastern campus have no right to
criticize the present administration whatsoever.
If you didn't vote, that is just too bad. You
waived your right to an opinion when you failed
to exercise it with a vote. If you did vote, and
ijon't like what the government is doing, then you
have a right to criticize it and fight it legally all
you want.
Those people who deserted this country were
saying in essence "Go to Hell, America, for all of
4he rotten, corrupt things you stand for. I am'
going to Canada and Sweden where the grass is
greener." I think it is only fair and just now that
the war is apparently over that this country
refuse to let these people return to this country.
Let them stay in Canada and Sweden since these
countries are so much better than the United
States. I definitely don't agree with "America..
Love it or leave it" but I definitely feel that it is
cowardly to run from a situation you believe is
unjust. A person who truly believes what
he says, doesn't run .away when the
going gets rough. He stands up and
fights tor what.he behe«et, no matter ho*v:
painful, the fact that many of them want to
return now that-the-war\is over strongly says
they never real!; tt' saying. Their words were simply cover-ups for
their own selfish interests. Let them rot the rest
of their, lives where things are so much better.
They deserve it by their lack of conviction to stay
in this country and correct the wrongs they felt
existed.
MikeCreusere
Graduate-1972
Las Cruces, New Mexico

.-/
/

It's obvious the silly season is with us again.
Petitions for Student Government elections are
being circulated. This year there is a new twist.
Instead of the usual two or three candidates
there are at least six.
The reason for this is clear to anyone who
knows student politics. Four of the "candidates
running" are not serious and intend to throw
their support to Steve Slade at the last moment.
These pseudo-candidates are Iver Standard,
Hubert Hagan. Bob Kelley and Bernie O'Bryan.
Watch (hem for the latest in election gimmicks
and promotions.
t
On behalf of Steve Slade and company, I give
these words of Advice: Wise up guys--a student
election is serious business.
Willaim R. Ramey
Box 160 Martin Hall

Offers Amnesty View
After reading the article by John Nelson as to
the question of granting amnesty to those who
left the country, rather than serve in the armed
services during the Vietnam War. I am compelled
to *-»rongly disagree with his viewpoint.
While Mr. Nelson did try to give two opposing
Arguments, his article"gave" the impression that
there were only two alternatives these men could .
' take: Either meekly be drafted or leave the
country. This is far from being factual.
First, there are a multitude of legal ways of not
being drafted if one so desires. The conscientous
objector is probably the best known. However, a
true conscientous objector is not one who suddenly decides he can no longer support a war
after he received his draft notice or after the
start of a war. A true conscientous objector is

Pikes Defend Calendar
The Eastern Progress has now turned its
editorial pen against the Pi Kappa Alpha
calendar. And, once again, Bob Babbage, Editor,
seems incapable of gathering truthful facts and
writing a fair editorial.
Mr. Babbage stated that our fraternity was not
"asked to do" the calendar. This basically true.
However, Donald Feltner. Vice-President for
Public Affairs,did ask us to increase circulation
by 7,000 copies as a campus service because the
maroon calendar would no longer be printed.
It seems that in the opinion of the Eastern
Progress the two "skin SHOTS" (two EKU coeds pictured in two-piece bathing suits) are
"offensive." a "disgusting display," and quoting
from the editorial should be viewed by the
"sorely perverted lot on campus."
Wake up, Mr. Babbage, these Victorian morals
went down with the Lusitania. And, in last year's
calendar the other nine girls posed in sporting
outfits. Are these picures also a disgusting
display? We think not. In fact, they are done very
artistically and in very good taste.
Mr. Babbage's comparison of the PIKE
calendar to a "skin flick" at the drive-in or to a
"Playboy pin-up puzzle" is not even worthy of a
comment, but, since no members of our
fraternity have been arrested by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, we assume our
■.yajrrdss" :z nottizr.1 acre pornography.
In closing, we fee^that the very^fact that this
fraternity increased campus distrubution simply
because ^e^Cas'tern Progress will rio_ longer
.print me "maVoon • calendar shows some
.responsibility and concern toward the^ campus
by the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Executive Council
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
President
Bill Hughes
(five other officers signed)

f

>
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There is strong evidence of increased
efforts of God consciousness on the
campus. Three interdenominational
Christian groups regularly meet:
Inter-Varsity, Christian Student
Fellowship and Fellowship of Christian
Athletes.
Active also are representative
associations for Jewish students,
Methodists Baptists Catholics Mormons, Christian Scientists and
Lutherans.
Each
organization
provides
meaningful fellowship, a timely
message and foundational thoughts for
a balanced, fruitful future. And there
are ten to choose from.
The national trend as shown by the
Bible sales and other signs is
gratifying. But it is
• singular individual development u,*.. forms the
basis for real human change.
^

SUfp East?rn ^rogrwa
Published each Thursday during the
regular school year except for vacation
and examination periods at Eastern
Kentucky University by authority of the
Hoard of Regents through the Student
Publications Board. Opinions expressed
herein are those of student edi tors or
other signed writers. These opinions do not
necessarily represent the views of the
University. Advertising appearing within
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Consider, too, that during 1972 it was
announced that the Good News for
Modern Man circulated by the
American Bible Society had topped Dr.
Spock's baby book as the all-time best
seller with sales well over 20,000,000
copies.
This says something. These past few
months to which the "Jesus
Revolution" nickname was given have
seen more
than
evangelism.
Meaningful change and apparently
serious reading has taken place.
The sale of these books is more than
encouraging. We can surmise that
people are getting from the Bible more
relevance than is found in the modern
novel and better guidance than is found
in any "how-to-do-it" handbook.
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BY KEN GULLETTE
Circulation Manager

This issue marks the release of the
controversial Surely You Jest Papers,
telling the true story of the Vietnam
peace agreement, never before
published.
January 24, 1973:
"I hate them," our U.S. delegate in
Paris was saying to his aides.
"Who?"
"Them!" the delegate pointed to the
North Vietnamese delegation.
"Well,-whatever you do, don't tell
them," a Democrat said.
"Alright, I will," replied the
Republican, who marched over to
Wham Bam Mam, the Communist
delegate.
"I hate them!"
"Who?" asked Wham Bam.
"Them!"
"Let us negotiate and be
reasonable."
"Alright. I'll trade 3 marbles for that
yo-yo."
"My honorable American friend. Six
marbles and it is yours," said the
Communist, deftly executing an
Around-The-World with the. yo-yo.
The exchange was made.
"Now that we have gotten the important stuff out of the way, there are a
few matters regarding this peace
agreement that I'd like to bring to your
attention."
"The peace loving people of North

Vietnam are always willing to listen to
grievances."
"Good. How about these two hundred
tanks you have moved into the South
since the agreement was signed, and
how about the rumors that more are
qoming?"
"My dear friend, those tanks are
merely to protect our men and
territory in the South, plus the territory
we are fighting to acquire, namely the
Saigon area."
"Oh well, I'm sorry if I misunderstood."
"That is quite forgiveable, my
friend."
"But I don't think I understand this
bit about wanting Florida in exchange
for our prisoners of war."
"Plus the evacuation of American
troops from Indochina."
"But why Florida?"
£'In exchange for the damages inflicted on our country by the American
warplanes. Also, our tourist industry
needs a boost."
"But what are you giving to South
Vietnam for the damage you have
inflicted on them?"
"We will repay everything when we
take over."
"Well that's logical. I'll go speak to
the President, and give you his reply
tomorrow. Thanks a lot."
"Peace, brother."
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Goya's 'Disasters' On Display
BY PATRICIA DOTSON
Kino Arts Beporter

Currently on exhibition at Cammack
Gallery in the Cammack Building is
Goya's "The Disasters of War." This
collection comes from the collection of
Robert and Esther Robles and is being
circulated by the Western Association
of Art Museums.
"Los Desastres de la Guerra,"
Goya's most famous series of prints,
consists of some eighty intimate arid
personal images of the six-year
struggle which followed Naopleon's
placement of his brother on the
Spanish throne in 1808.
To the cruel occupation of Spain by
the French army, the Spanish civilians
responded with insurrection and
guerrilla warfare. Goya's sympathies
clearly lie with his countrymen, but
even they are shown to be capable of

acts of mindless savagery. The tolls of
famine and disease are depicted also;
twenty thousand died of starvation.
The copper plates were made, using
the etching and aquatint processes, in
the decade roughly between 1810 and
1820, when Goya was in his sixties and
seventies. They were not published
during his lifetime-possibly because
he had been endangered by political
reaction to an earlier set of satirical
prints.
The "Disasters" were finally printed
and published by the Royal Academy
of San Fernando in Madrid in 1863,
some thirty-five years after Goya's
death.
"The Disasters of War" remains one
of the most powerful indictments of
war ever made. They are on display
Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00, until April
12 at Cammack Gallery.

Hand Out
The members of the cast of Midsummer Nights Dream practice their
message not only verbally, but also
strive to speak with their hands. The
play begins next week.

'Midsummer Nights Dream' Begins Wednesday
BY JOAN COTTONGIM
Feature Editor

"A Midsummer Night's Dream",
Shakespeare's skillful blend of the
spirit of comedy and the poetic
imagination will be the University
Player's next stage production.
This second production directed by
Dr. Robert Sporre will be presented in
the Pearl Buchanan Theatre, April 5-7
and April 11-14.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
creates an atmosphere full of illusion,
wonder and strangeness. The play is
one of lightness and supernatural interventions by fairies causing great
confusion in the lives of four sentimental lovers. Imagination and
dream images represent prominent
parts in the play.
The title of the play is related to the
merrymaking attributed to a midsummer night, the night before June
24. This date was Saint John the
Baptist Festival day which included
superstitions , folk customs, dances,
pageants and revels.
The wedding of an aristocratic
couple is the occasion of the play. The
couple, Theseus and Hippolyta will be
played by Allen Pensol and Trish
Perry. These same actors will portray
Oberon and Titania, King and Queen of
the Fairies. The four lovers, who
display constant changes in each
other's affections, are Lysander,
played by Gary Lawrence, Demetrius,
Robbie Stone; Hermia, portrayed by
Vicki Wolfe, and Carol Cole will play
Helena.

Other cast members are EgeusRobert Burkhart; Philostrate and
Puck; Brandon Nuttall; Quince-Jay
Linder; Snug:Lawrence Lytle; BottomBobby Butler; Flute-Barry Helm;
Snout-Ken Griffin; and Starveling-Phil
Stewart.
Fairies and courtiers, who remain
invisible to other members of the play,
will include Aileen Leblanc, Paula
Moscinski, Terri Robertson, Julie
Asher, Mie Morgan, Greg Reynolds,
Dan Browning, and Mark Lomax.
Tickets for "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" will be sold March 28-April
14,from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the Pearl
Buchanan Theatre Lobby. Reser-

vations for the production can be made
by calling 622-5851. Curtain time will be
8 p.m.

Hope Concert Set
A triple bill featuring comedian, Bob
Hope, folk singer, Mary Travers and
rock group, the Ides of March, will
perform Wednesday, April 4, in Alumni
Coliseum at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are currently on sale in the
Jones Building. All seats reserved with
prices starting at $4.00. for students and
$5.00 for others.

The First Presbyterian Church of Richmond
takes pleasure in announcing a series of Lenten Services featuring

Dr. John Haddon Leith
Professor of Theology at Union Seminary in Richmond, Virginia. Dr. Leith,
who holds his Ph.D. from Yale, is well known on campuses throughout the South
as an able and dynamic expositor of the Faith in terms that are relevant to our
contemporary situation. Eastern students and faculty are invited to hear Dr.
Leith as he speaks on the following themes:
SUNDAY, April 1—11:00 The Meaning of Providence
7:30 P.M.
The Meaning of Predestination
MONDAY April 2—7:30 P.M. The Perseverance of the Sanits
TUESDAY April 3—7:30 The Resurrection of Jesus Christ
Nursery provided for all services.
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Geologist's Get 'First-Hand Look' At Arizona's Grand Canyon Area
Pictured above is Rainbow Arch, one of the most famous
natural bridges in the United States. At right, is a panoramic
view of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River.

Operation Identification
Attempts To Deter Thefts
Inside the confines of the
Brewer Security Building there
is a room-full of lost items that
have never been claimed by
their proper owners.
By April 2 the American
Criminal
Justice
Association hopes to put into
swing
"Operation
Identification" which under other
names and in other cities has
proved to be a deterrent to theft
and related transfer of stolen
goods as well as a means of
claiming lost items.
The project will allow anyone

in the campus community and
city-wide Richmond to have his
belongings marked with his
personal
social
security
number. The procedure takes
only minutes to complete and is
done with a diamond-tipped pen
capable of marking on wood,
glass, plastic and metal. The
charge is ten cents on any item
regardless of value.
It is the hope of ACJ A to set up
tables in each dorm lobby at
least once, at the Powell Center,
and
at
various
spot
locations throughout Richmond.

Eastern By-Pass
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Little
Colorado.
Marble
Canyon, Glen Canyon Dam,
Rainbow Arch. Monument
Valley, the Guadalupe Mountains, the Permean Basin, and
part of the Delaware Basin
were inspected by the explorers.

BY JOAN COTTONGIM
and
JOHN DAVIDSON
If you consider that a
Volkswagen gets three cents per
mile, traveling nearly 6,000
miles would cost about. $180.
Six geology students, four
professors, and one 10 year old,
4th grade student did it for
about $100 each.

wasn't quite spring at the Grand
Canyon. James Mason, a
senior, who has been on three
previous trips, said, "There was
snow in the Grand Canyon,
where it never snows.

Of the many sites seen, one of
the most impressive, according
to Dr. Helfrich, was Canyon de
Chelly. This canyon is walled and
contains cliff dwellings and
stone structures built on the
sides of the walls. Dr. Helfrich
described this site as "simply
beautiful."

This 6,000 mile excursion was
the fourth annual geology
department trip through the
southwest to "give the students
a first-hand feel for the things
they study in the text," said Dr.
Charles Helfrich, assistant
professor of Geology. The sites
and adventures they experienced play dominant roles
in a working geologist's world.

Impressive Dripstone
An opposing view as to the
most impressive object seen
was that of Greg Haney, the ten
year old son of Dr. Haney, head
of the geology department
who
accompanied the students
Geologists are people, too.
and
faculty
on the trip. Greg's
The trip was not only one of
first
experience
in a cave was in
caverns, rocks, and "shop
the
Carlsbad
Caverns.
He said,
talk," but also one to explore
"It
was
a
real
good
cave."
"the history of a lost people,"
explained Helfrich. The past
He described one of the sites
cultures of Altoona, Deadwood, he felt as being most outTombstone, and Boothill were standing as the dripstone, which
studied.
holds sort of "a bacon rind
appearance." This dripstone is
Formations Inspected
formed by "a solution which
dissolves limestone forming a
Besides visiting the Grand thin strip of rock," according to
Canyon and Carlsbad Caverns Greg, who wants to be a
for the archeology aspect of the scientist, because he wants to
trip, the formations and be able to do "all kinds of
structures of Montezuma Wells, things" rather than being
limited to one specific field.
Canyon de Chellyi White Sands,
Seguaro, Meteor Crater, the
The 13 day trip was taken
Petrified Forest, Canyon of the during spring break, but it

Cactus Won't Grow
Another different observation
of what they saw on the trip was
made by Dr. Helfrich who
noticed, "The government can't
even grow cactus. In the federal
and state parks the cacti were
dying, however, outside of the
parks it grew well."
On this fourth geological trip,
one major goal was finally
accomplished. A boat ride
through Glen Canyon was
previously financially unfeasible because the ride cost
$28.50 per person. However this
year the geologists received a
special deal. The entire group
was able to take the tour for
$110. This boat trip is a 50 mile
voyage leading to the Rainbow
Arch, which is the largest
natural bridge in the United
States.
Everyone on the trip did his
own individual collecting. They
acquired large collections of
sand and rock samples, including "volcanic and country
rock." In the Grand Canyon
they were forced to obtain a
collecting permit. While there,
they collected loose samples of
all the different rock specimens
in the Canyon. A composite
collection of these rocks will be
made into a display and

exhibited in the Roark building.
•You can't bring back enough
samples to make you see the
Grand Canyon," said Dr.
Helfrich, "so pictures and slides
were taken extensively."
The 11 people, Jim Cobb,
Bruce Cox, George Els worth,
James Mason, Lou York, Dr.
Leung, Dr. Nichols, Dr.
Helfrich, Dr. Haney, and Greg
Haney, made this 6,000 mile
journey in a school station
wagon and Dr. Haney's camper
truck. Because of traveling in
the camper, the geologists were
in close contact with one
another. James Mason said,
"We were super clean. We took
two showers on the whole trip."
He went on to say that one of the
members of the group did not
accept the practices of the rest.
Mr. Clean
While 10 people took two
showers each within the 13
days, one person took a sponge
bath at every gas station and
restaurant at which they
stopped.
The members of the excursion were required to keep a
daily log of the things they saw
and did. This notebook and the
final written account of the trip
are the basis for three hours of
practical, geological, academic
credit. Greg Haney will not
receive three hours credit as the
others will. But he says, "I'll
remember the whole thing."

Student Senate

Resident Questionnaire Report Presented
BY PAWN COM.KY
News Krlitor

Thomas D. Myers, vice
president for Student Affairs,
presented a seven-page report
to the Student Senate last
Tuesday night which contained
details about the personality
questionnaires which have been
filled out on dormitory
residents.
Dr Myers, paraphrasing the
report, answered questions
which the Senate had sent to
him earlier this semester. The
questions include inquiries
about who had access to the
reports, and how they were
safeguarded in the Student
Affairs office. Myers also
reported that last semester no

reports were filled out on
female dormitory residents,
which he said that the Senate
probably did not know.
Copies of the report are being
made available to students in
the Student Association office
and the Office of Student Affairs
in the Coates Administration
Building.
Bob Burdge, chairman of the
Senate subcommittee on
reapportionment, brought more
proposed amendments before
the Senate during the meeting.
The amendments would change
the amount of representation of
commuters from one senator
for every 150 student commuters to one senator for every
500 student commuters.
Another proposed amendment would allow Spring

elections to fill vacancies in
offices as well as elections for
the president and vice president
of the Student Association.
These amendments, along with
three other amendments
proposed by Burdge will be
voted on by the Senate in two
weeks.
In other business, the
Senate voted to endorse a
petition presented that would
change the system of final
examinations.
The Senate also voted to se,nd
a letter to Thomas Myers,
asking him to notify the resident
directors that it was illegal to
search drawers during room
inspection, asking them to lists
their resident assistants so that
student may know who checks
their rooms and asking them to

not unplug refrigerators during
room checks to prevent food
from spoiling.
Applications for Student
Association offices must be
turned into the Student
Government office by 4 p.m.
tomorrow.
Chuck
Kelhoffer, Student
Association president reminded
applicants yhat they must
submit a vice-presidential
candidate with their applications. Any names written
in at the office will not be accepted.
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Ten-year-old Greg Haney is pictured next to one of the many
tombstones on Boothill. The epitaph is analagous to many others
in the cemetery ■

Fire Destroys Home;
' Restores Faith In Man
"It's unfortunate that it takes
a disaster to bring out the best
of people," said Dr. Cecil
Orchard, assistant professor ol
social science. Orchard lost
almost everything he had in a
house fire recently. Since then
many people have helped him
and his family get back oh their
feet.
The only things salvaged
from the fire were a bench,
three bicycles, a tent, one pig,
ten chickens, four rabbits, and
two cars. "It's amazing when
you can count up your entire
possessions like that," said
Orchard.
Students,
faculty,
administration, church groups,
friends, people in the community and even people outside
of the community have been
helping the Orchard family
through their plight. Dr.
Orchard said, "There has been
njpre help offered than we could
receive. We've received more
clothes than I've ever seen."
Besides clothes, they have also
received cash and furniture.
Their church group, gave
them a shower, similar to a
wedding shower. They received
a lot of small kitchen appliances
and "things which you normally
get a t a wedding shower," said
Orchard.
The first two nights after the
fire the Orchards stayed at their
landlady's house. The next
four or five nights they stayed
with some other friends . Then
the university offered them
housing and "a few extra
things," said Orchard.
The help that they received
had a great impact on Dr.
Orchard. He said, "One of the
courses I teach is "Human
Problems in the 20th Century."
In this course we look at the
problem aspect of society. This
experience, the amount of help
given and offered, has restored
my faith in man."
He added, "It was a con
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Good thru
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FORMAL
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It was located about halfway
between Richmond and Paint
Lick. It was outside of the Rich-,
mond Fire Department's
jurisdiction.and it took the Paint
Lick Volunteer Fire Department (one truck) a half an hour
to get there. Orchard feels that
if more fire protection was
available, they could have
saved more things out of the
house.
ill

Oops!i
In »last week's edition the
Progress stated that Dr. Lloyd
Graybar authored the first
manuscript accepted for
publication. However the first
manuscript to be published is
that of Professor A.L. Whitt.
His manuscript will be
published in April. Also the
Progress identified Dr. Robert
Sexton as Dean of Applied Arts
and Technology. He is the intern coordinator in Frankfort.
Please excuse these errors.
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Orchard's house was an
historic landmark. Built in the
1700s, there was a lot of history
attached to it. The first woman
who lived in the house was
•scalped by Indians. DUring the
Civil War, the house was used to
shelter soldiers. It was in poor
shape when Orchard moved in,
but he spent two years repairing
it.

Brazier Dog:
Only
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firnution of my own feelings
and beliefs . which are much
more optimistic than those ol
some others in the department.
It was just a matter of faith. I
had always assumed that we
would work ourselves out ol
these problems. When people
can respond in this way, it
proves that people are really
interested in each other.
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'Rapper' Begins Its
First Endeavors
BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
•'It is a sin to be silent when it
is your duty to protest." Those
words were once said by
Abraham Lincoln. They can
now be found at the top of the
first issue of the I'lain Brown
Bapper, Eastern's underground
newspaper.
Jim Hunt, a freshman who
works for the Rapper, said,
•Basically we think there's
some stuff around campus that
people should know about.
There are a lot of things that
have been hushed up that we
think need to be brought to the
students' attention." That is
why the Bapper was formed.
The first issue contained a
Statement of Policy that went
into more detail about the
function and purpose of the
paper. It states "...there is a lot
of valuable information floating
around this place. In the past,
this information was always
available to only a few people
who knew where to look for
it...we want to...make this information
available
to
anyone...We are not a gossip
sheet; we want to print facts
that you don't get anywhere
e.so. We don't mean to stir up
trouble; we do mean to stir up
your heads...We want to get at
issues that are fresh and new
and now. We also want to
remind you of some that have
gotten misplaced along the way.
We want to give you a different
viewpoint...."
The first issue of the Bapper
covered such issues as the
social folders kept on every
student, the proposed changes
in graduate assistant living
facilities that never came
about, a federal law to help
students fight harrassment, and
"Quotations from Chairman
Bob" (an assortment of things
President Martin has said at
one time or another).

.

BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
••We can learn a lot from
books, and we can learn a lot
from games. Games are more
fun. so what have you got
against fun?" This attitude of a
fifth grade student has been
adopted by two social science
professors here.

Joyce Albro said, "The
Chairman Bob quotes have
either already, been printed
somewhere or else there is a
recording of some kind of him
actually saying it. We do that so
there is no slander. We don't
print anything we can't back
up."

So far, Paul Brokaw said the
reaction to the paper has been
good. "I haven't heard one
negativecomment,"hesaid.The
Bapper
staff is, however,
apprehensive about the reaction
of the school administration to
the paper. They feel that they
have abided by all laws and
rules, so if the administration
decides to hassle them, they
will print an accounting of it.

The members of the Rapper
staff feel that they are supplying supplementary material
that the Progress will not cover.
They feel that the Progress,
being under the jurisdiction of
the publications board, has
certain people it must please
and some issues it just will not
cover. They feel that by not •
being responsible to the
publications board, they can
cover these issues. Joyce Albro
said, "We will resist any attempt to put us under the
publications board. That is the
'the second issue contained kind of control we're against."
stories on the banning of the
She went on to say, "We don't
Progress for one week. They
try
to be revolutionary. We try
dealt heavily with freedom of
to
be
reasonable and fair. We're
the press and the students' right
not
into
irresponsible jourto know, and came out in favor
nalism.
We're
just trying to say
of the Progress.
Paul Brokaw and Joyce some things that need to be
Albro, both seniors who work said."
The paper is a bi-weekly
for the Bapper, emphasized
venture.
It is free, but the staff
that there will never be
would
appreciate
any conanything libelous or slanderous
tributions.
The
staff
financed
printed. Neither will there be
the
first
issue.
any obsenity.

Catalina Club members rehearse for their
water ballet. The performance will be April 5, 6,
and 7.
.
—

Waterlogged

NEWSBRIEFS
Coeds To Be Heard Over WHAS
Concert Presented

Two Eastern coeds, Janet
Aydt and Becka Thomas will be
panelists on the radio program
The Choir will present its
"Campus Viewpoint" produced
home concert tonight at 8
by Radio Station WHAS, p.m.,
in
riiram
Brock
Louisville.
Auditorium. The program will
Miss Aydt, a junior jour- include music from many
nalism and English major, will historical periods, including
take part in a panel discussion several contemporary works to
entitled "The Fight over be heard in Richmond for the
Freedom and Privilege of the first time. The concert will
Press," scheduled to be aired at conclude with selections from
7:35 p.m. tonight.
Leonard Bernstein's "West Side
Miss Thomas, a junior Story."
Instrumental
and vocal
sociology and journalism
soloists heard during the
major, will participate in a
evening will include
N ita
discussion on "The Road to Malcomb, Kathy O'Hearn,
Utopia: a Dead-End Street?" Karen Shipp, Thomas Rebilas,
The program is slated for
Tanya Moores, Steve Smith,
broadcast at 7:35 p.m. ThurKen Henry, Steven Clements,
sday, April 5.
Richard Ott, Eilene Fisher,
The programs may be heard
Jerry Martin, Joan Miller,
at the previously listed times on
Debbie Thomas, Lisa Davis,
WHAS Radio, 840 on the AM
Susan Muntz, Karen Roberson,
dial.
Jean Hempfling, Phyllis Vincent, and Ken Griffin.
The concert is free to the
Choir Tours
public and all are cordially
The Eastern Concert Choir, invited to attend.
directed by David A. Wehr, left
Monday on a concert tour which
will include programs at Tates
Creek High School, Lexington,
Dr. Branley A. Branson,
Nelson County High School,
professor
of biology at Eastern,
Bardstown; T.K. Stone Jr. High
has
been
appointed
editor of the
School, Elizabethtown; Stuart
book,
"Fishes
of
Kentucky,"
to
High School, Valley Station;
be
published
by
the
Kentucky
Eastern High School, Middletown;
St.
Matthews Wildlife and Fish Conservation
Methodist Church, Louisville; Commission.
The book will cover the
and Christ The King Cathedral,
identification, natural history,
Lexington.
^

Branson Appointed

ORGANIZATIONS
Kings Island Trip
A trip to Kings Island in Ohio
is planned for Saturday, April
28. and is co-sponsored by the
Men and Women's Interdorm
Councils Two buses will leave
campus at 8 a.m. and return at
8p.m. Admission tickets (which
cover all. rides) are $4.75 per
person, and reserved seats on
the buses are $1.50 All reservations and money must be in to
Mary Glass (3073) by April 24.
Art Exhibit
An art exhibit of Francisco
Goya's Disasters of War, a
series of original prints
published in 1863. is on display
in Cammack Gallery. The
exhibition may be viewed form
8a.m. to5p.m. Monday through
Friday. The exhibit runs
through April 12.
Petitions Available ,
Petitions for president and
vice president of the Student
Association and senators-atlarge may be picked up in the
Student Association Office.
Oerman Club
There is to be a final
organizational meeting of an

distribution and economic
importance of all fish species in
Kentucky.
Branson said the book, by Dr.
William Clay, University of
Louisville, is "carefully compiled, and took over 10 years in
the writing." It will appear
later this year.

Dance Scheduled

They have devised a "nations
game" which adds a flair of
excitement to class work.
Secret treaties, top-security,
high level conferences in the
grill, 3 a.m. negotiations, and
excessive greed are constant
features of this game. When
members of opposing nations
meet on campus, you may hear
"We're going to destroy you,"
or "Have you gone to war yet?"
It is a different experience.
Five GSS 248 sections are
playing this game, Intersim,
which deals with social
systems. The classes are those
of Landon Nichols and Dr. Cecil
Orchard, assistant professors of
social science, and designers of
the game.
Since GSS 248 deals with the
study of social systems, Nichols
and Orchard designed the game
to be a miniature social system.
It is a spinoff of two other
games and Nichols said, "We
put the two games together and
adapted it to our situation. The
game is ours."

Crea traits
association for people interested in the culture of the
A new interest group in
German-speaking
countries. "Creatraits" is meeting every
Everyone interested in German Tuesday night at 8:30 p.m. in
BSU Invites You
is
welcome
to
attend. Case Hall lobby. The group is
BSU is inviting everyone to
Ratification of constitution, for all students who: 1) Write
join
any or all its activities.
election of officers, and and enjoy poetry, music, or
Today
there is a choir rehearsal
collection of partial dues will be prose and want to share their
at
7:30.
It's not too late to join
the business of the meeting. The "creative portraits," 2) Like to
in
learning
the new musical
get-together will be held in discuss relevant issues and
"Come
Together."
Conference Room A in the topics. 3) Enjoy music and
Powell Building tonight at 6 informal discussions, and 4)
Piano Trio
p.m. For more information, call Want to meet other students
Kathy Skidmore, 3210, acting and to share ideas! (Free
The Eastern Faculty Piano
Trio
will present a program
secretary.
refreshments). For further
Wednesday
(April 4) in Room
information call Eendell Jones
Organ Recital
300,
Foster
Music
Building.
(3905) or Mary Glass (3073).
The public is invited to attend
Bruce Bennet of the EKU
the 8 p.m. program which will
Pre-Law Club
Department of Music will
include works by Mozart and
present an organ recital at 8
Mendelssohn. There is no adAnyone
considering
attending
p.m. Sunday. April 1, in Brock
mission charge.
law
school
and
who
whould
be
Auditorium.
Members of the trio are
interested in membership in a
Landis Baker, pianist; Alan
Pre-Law
Club
is
invited
to
Spring Concert
contact Mr. J.R. Westenhoefer Staples, violin, and Lyle
The EKU Concert Choir will (3751) or Edd Sherman (2498). Wolfrom. violoncello.
present its spring concert at 8
NIGHTLY AT 7:00 AND 9:00
T01A/NE CINEMA
p.m.
tonight
in
Brock
MATINEE SAT. & SUN. AT 1:30
Auditorium. There is no admission charge and everyone is
invited.

HELUUPSIDE DOWN

At midnight on New Year's Eve the S.S. Poseidon
was struck by a 90 foot tidal wave and capsized

4 MIU« South on U.S. 35. »trta Ro«d - Phoiw 623-1718

Starts Friday Open Nightly 7:40 p.m.

"UNFLINCHING, TOUGH AND DANGEROUS!"
-mCHARD CUSKCUr. IX

COLUMBIA PICTURES Pietwils
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GEORGE C. SCOTT
STACY REACH

A ROBERT CHARTOFF-IRW1N WINKLER PRODUCTION

THE NEW
CENTURIONS
Plus Jaqueline Susan's PANAVISION-[R|
"The Love Machine"

GARLAND JETT'S
Men's Wear
. Downtown
Richmond
You'll look fine in a
classic tuxedo. Or a
new plaid model. We
have all the accessories you'll need, too.

From

Th«? Veterans Club will meet
at 5 p.m. tonight in the Grise
Room.

Broasted Chicken - Char-broiled Steaks

5:30 )£. -8:00 p.m.

Homemade biscuits & vegetables
Call 623-9£f4 for carry-out orders

WHO wii SUHYIYF-m ONE OF T» *«M!EITEJCAFE AOWRITUKS EVER I

mnum
pnductoiof

Eastern By-Pass
"Watch for the Golden Fork"

GARLAND JETT'S

&■+■■<<» W—»ottAad—yAw<Winwri

;«GUYNl£Y ROOWMcDOmi

STELLA SIWNS

9ELEY W1MTDS

Nichols and Orchard are
currently the only
two
professors who have their
classes participating in this
experience. It may spread in
popularity, though, because
Nichols said, "There's two or
three other professors watching
us. They want to see what
happens. If it's a good thing,

Omega Psi Phi fraternity will
Nichols feels that by playing
hold its second annual Black
the
game, "more senses are
Collegiate Ball April 14, at the
involved
in the learning process.
Paradise Inn in Lexington.
It
changes
the student's role
Bobby Lanz and the Soul
Celtics will perform for the from passive to active. It also
dance, which will last from 9 changes the teacher's role from
p.m. to 1 a.m. The ball will be being a one-way type of thing."
seniiformal or formal, with
Intersim, is also the name of
tickets costing $10 drag and $6 Ihe hypothetical world, .which
stag.
consists of ten countries. The
Proceeds from last year's ball objectives of each nation are to
were donated to the Sickle Cell maintain national sovereignty
Foundation in Lexington. This and to avoid lowering the
year the proceeds will be used standard of living, while
to establish a scholarship for striving to raise it as high as
needy blacks wishing to enter possible.
The game is played in a
Eastern.
sequence of rounds. A round
Tickets for the dance may be begins with the production of
pruchased from any member of
output and ends with new
the fraternity and may be decisions for output production.
reserved by calling Stan Mullen
at 4236 or Bruce Crump at 4516.
The output of a nation is
allocated to meeting their basic
Nurses' Week
maintenance needs and to
raising their standard of living.
Next
week
has
been If a country's standard of living
proclaimed Student Nurse decreases by 20 percent or more
Week in Kentucky by Governor in any one round, that nation is
Wendell H. Ford, and Richmond in revolution.
Mayor Wallace Maffett is exEach member of the nation is
pected to make a similiar
responsible
for some factor in
proclamation, according to
improving
his
nation's way of
Debbie Wise, a member of the
life.
The
different
offices held in
Student Nurses organization on
the game are Head of State,
campus.

Colonial Inn Restaurant
^r

Secretary of State. Secretary of
the Army. Secretary of the
Navy. Secretary of Commerce,
and Secretary of Education.
Some of these offices often have
under-secretaries. so that each
member of the nation can get
involved. •

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE

All interested students are
of
welcome,
regardless
classification.

Veterans Club

t

Hypothetical World Teaches

Brokaw said, "We print our
names in the Bapper because
we're proud of what we're
doing. We don't do anything
wrong. We know what we can
and can't do. We've researched
it."

There is no editor of the
Bapper. They do not want one.
The entire staff votes on
whether or not to run a story.
They all share an equal
responsibility for the paper.
They run a lot of things without
a by-line, which means that
instead of being the opinion of
one person, it is the opinion of
the entire staff.

/

n-*m* JAW AUWRW

MEN'S WEAR

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND

they may use some variant of it
in Ihe future."
"It's a good way of teaching,
but you have to supplement it."
said Nichols. "You've got to
make the connections between
the ganio and reality." The end
of the game has not been announced, to keep people from
going all out to win and losing
the reality of the game.
The game is a factor in the
final grade of the students, but
each week a paper concerning
any topic imaginable is
required. No tests are given in
the course. Participation in the
"nations game" is heavily
stressed.

Regents Plaque Awarded
Ronald Mossotti, junior law
enforcement major from
Syracuse, New York, will be
awarded the Board of Regents
Plaque for heroism in saving
the life of a fellow student,
William Wagner.
The Board of Regents approved the recommendation of
Eastern President Robert Jt.
Martin who said that Mossotti's
"clear thinking and presence of
mind not only saved the life of
William Wagner but also
reflected great credit on
himself and on the University.
Dr. Martin gave to the Board,

a letter that had been written by
Dr. J. Howard Allen, dean of
men, recommending Mossotti
for his actions.
In his letter, Dr. Allen
described the events tha^ had
lead to the incident while the
two students were jogging on
the track.
Wagner had collapsed earlier
this semester while running
with Moss otti. Mossotti applied
mouth-to-mouth
resusitation
and called for an ambulance
which took the Wagner boy to
Pattie A. Clay Hospital.

Home Cooked Food'
N. 2nd St.

te
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Winter Sports Teams
Honored At Banquet
BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

Job Up For Grabs
Who will it be?
That seems to be the premier question floating
around among campus sports fans, now that EKU
head basketball coach Guy Strong has resigned to
accept the job at Oklahoma State University of the
Big Eight. There's been a lot of speculation about
who the new coach here might be, and everyone
seems to have his own preferences, but so far
there's been no real indication as to who the new
man will be.
Some of the names I've heard tossed around this
week as possible successors include current EKU
assistants Jack Hissom and Tom Harper, Transylvania coach Lee Rose, Lexington Lafayette
High coach Jock Sutherland, Elizabethtown High
.jhool coach Ray Vencill, and Bob Mulcahy, former Seneca High coach now working in South
Dakota. Just because these candidates have been
mentioned doesn't mean any one of them has an
inside track on the job, though; they're merely
possibilities I've heard and I've heard nothing from
any authoritative sources. I'm not even sure if all
them have even applied.
The position, then, is still wide open as of now but
hopefully it will be filled as soon as possible so the
new coach can quickly get into the recruiting
derby. Freshmen, of course, played a big role in
college basketball this past year and a team cannot
afford to let all the top prospects slip away.
We want to wish coach Strong good luck in his
new post at Oklahoma State. Oklahoma State
hasn't fared too well latelyUast in the Big Eight this
past season) so Strong will be facing practically the
same situation there as he was when he started
here-namely, a tough challenge. But he proved
here that he can turn a sagging program into a
winner.

THINGSDIDNTgo so well for the baseball Colonels last Friday
afternoon as they dropped both ends of a doubleheader to
Eastern Michigan by scores of 11-7 and 12-3. Here EKU short-

Ohio State Coming Friday

Baseball Squad Whips Berea But Drops Three
BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
EKUs baseball team opened
its season with a victory, but it
hasn't taken a decision since as
it lost to highly regarded Eastern

Michigan twice and to the
University of Louisville once
this past week. The lone victory
was a 5-1 shellacking of Berea
College
on Berea's field
March 19.
In that game the Colonels of

Richmond, Ky.

(Next To Convenient Food Mart)

S3***

Specializing In HOMEMADE ITALIAN PIZZA

Giant Gondola Sandwiches

Now

EASTERN THIRD baseman Ken Blewitt gets under a pop fly
during the baseball Colonels' doubleheader with Eastern
Michigan last Friday afternoon. The Colonels meet
Ohio
State in twin bills both tomorrow and Saturday at Turkey
Hughes Field.
_____

We Have Spaghetti
Also Try Our Pizza Bread

We Deliver

^

Complto Oprteaf Smk*
to Control Kontueky

623-7147
Open: 4 p.m.-12 Midnight Sun. thru thurs.
Open: 4 p.m.- 1 a.m. Fri. and bat

BUCCANEER DRIVE-IN

mm
•

Starts Wednesday! Ends Saturday!
First Run In This Area

"II
ON A RAMPAGE FOR GOOD REASON

Jack Hissom sprang for four
runs in the sixth inning to break
a 1-1 deadlock. Gordy Fisher
led the attack with two hits in
three at-bats while various
other batters got one hit each.
Howie Roesch worked three
innings of relief and gave up no
hits, no runs and struck out four
hitters.
Last Friday Eastern played
Mid-American
Conference
favorite Eastern Michigan and
took it on the chin twice. The
Colonels gave them all they
wanted in the first game but lost
11-7. The Hurons came up with
seven hits and seven runs in the
second inning and the Colonels
were forced to play catch up
afterwards.
Dave Theiler went three for
four and scored three runs, but
Eastern Michigan won mainly

due to their 14 hit attack and
seven errors by the Colonels.
In the second game the
Hurons showed why they are so
highly touted as they scored
eight runs in the fourth inning to
break up a 2-2 game. EMU went
on to win 12-3. EKUs Ron
Davidson had two hits to lead
Eastern's attack.
Tuesday
afternoon
at
Louisville the Colonels lost a
close game to the University of
Louisville 3-2. Eastern gave up
only four hits and had eight
themselves, but they left
seven
men
on
base.
U of L got all their runs in the
first inning but Eastern couldn't
get enough runs across to catch
up even though men were on
base.
Ernie
Pennington
sparkled in relief for Eastern,
(Continued On Page Seven)

The EKU gymnastics team
which finished 7-2 and won
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Gymnastics Championship for
the second straight year was
coached by Dr. Gerald Calkin.
He presented awards to Bill
Sherrill, 110 per cent; Kim

Charleston most improved; and
Karl Korade, most valuable.
Coach
Donald
Combs
reviewed his Eels' 9-2 season;
which produced EKU's liter
consecutive Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Championship. Bill Stapleton was;
recipient of the 110 per cent
award, while Terry Stoddard
was voted most improved
swimmer and John Davenport
was honored as most valuable
swimmer.
EKU President Robert R..
Martin presented certificates to
seven athletes who had compiled a 3.1 or better academic
standing for the preceding two
semesters. Those honored were
wrestlers John Wood, Richard
Loewenstine,
and
Ken
Bostelman and swimmers Tom
Houchin, Kevin Miles, Wilson
Myers and Stapleton.

Mitchell, Upchurch Lead All-Stars
Charlie Mitchell, Eastern's 63 senior forward, scored 19
points in pacing the Kentucky
attack in the annual KentuckyTennessee Sertoma Charities
All-Star Game last Sunday
afternoon at Louisville's
Freedom Hall.
Mitchell's efforts were in
vain, however, as the Tennessee
squad, led by Tennessee Tech
guard Wayne Pack, took an 8981
victory. Pack scored a
game high 25 points and was
named the game's Most
Valuable Player.
Guard Wade Upchurch, also
of Eastern, finished second on
the Kentucky squad in scoring

as he chipped in 15 points.
Other OVC players participating in the game were Les
Taylor of Murray, Chuck Witt of
Western, and Granville Bunton
of Western. The Kenucky team
was coached by Cal Luther of
Murray.

Golf Saturday
The Eastern golf squad will
return to action this Saturday
morning at 10 a.m. when they
take on the University of Toledo
and the University of Louisville
in a triangular match at the
Arlington Golf course. This will
be the first home match of the
(Continued On Page Seven)

22 Eastern Athletes Selected To OCCA Of 1973

CAESAR'S
ITALIAN RESTORANTE
College Park Center

stop Gary Chanley struggles to recover a misplayed ball.
Eastern Michigan is considered a top contender for the MidAmerican conference title this year.

Eastern held its annual
winter sports banquet Tuesday
honoring its wrestling, gymnastics and swimming teams.
The coach
of each team
reviewed his squad's season
and presented awards to the
leading members of his team.
Coach Richard Achtzehn
introduced his wrestlers, who
compiled a 9-7 record last
season, and handed out awards
to Bill Froman, most valuable
and 110 per cent trophies, and
Bob Roach, most improved
wrestler.

Shot 1923
^
i l/\lll

4fea»«a»aa

NOW OPEN 1
Old First Federal Building
West Main Street
Richmond, Kentdcky

Dial 623-5098

Twenty-two Eastern students
have been chosen to appear in
the 1973 edition of Outstanding
College Athletes of America.
Eight women and 14 men
student athletes represented
EKU in the annual publication.
Announcement of their selection was made by the Board of
Advisors of OCAA, an awards
volume published to honor
America's
finest college
athletes.
Those men selected from
Eastern
included:
Wally
Chambers of Mt. Clemens,
Mich., Larry Kirksey, Harlan,
and Rich Thomas, Fairfax, Va.,
football; Charles Mitchell of
Louisville and Dan Argabright,
Anderson, Ind., basketball; Ken
Blewitt of Scranton, Pa., and
Dave Theiler, Lousiville,
baseball.
Tom Scott, Amelia, Va., golf;
Bill Froman, Brookville, Ind.,
wrestling; Bill Stapleton of
Knoxville, Tenn., and John
Davenport, Chattanooga,
Tenn., swimming; Tom Findley
of Columbus, Ohio, and Dan
Maloney, Yonkers, N.Y.,
Track; and P.D. Ballard,
Middletown, Ohio, tennis.

Marsha Sterchi of Valley
Station and Brenda Ross of
Ashland, basketball; Diane
Jones of Lancaster, Ohio, and
Melody Middleton, Mason,
Ohio, volleyball.
Virginia Stanfield,
Flemingsburg, track and field
and field hockey; Mary Lou
Scott, Columbia, track and field

and volleyball; Lynn Morris,
Reading, Ohio, volleyball and
basketball;
and Barbara
Lisehora, Millsboro, Del., field
hockey and basketball.
Athletic
directors
and
coaches
from
individual
colleges and universities across
the nation nominated the
winning athletes on the basis of

their abilities -not only in
athletics, but in community
service and campus activities
Criteria for those selected as
Outstanding College Athletes of
America included leadership,
service, scholarship and outstanding
athletic
accomplishment.

Women's Sports Banquet Scheduled

The annual Women's Sports
Banquet will be held on April 8
at 6 p.m. in the Powell Building.
This banquet, which is being
sponsored by the Women's
Officiating Service, is being
held for intercollegiate and
intramural athletes, officials,
W.O.S. members, faculty
members,
and
graduate
assistants.
Various awards will be given
during the banquet. They will go
to the outstanding participant of
each intercollegiate sport, to
the top team in each intramural
sport, and to W.O.S. members.
The banquet will also serve as
a changing point in the W.O.S.
The officer's for this past year
and those for the coming year
will be introduced. The outEKU women student athletes going officers are: President,
Childress:
Vicechosen for this honor were: Janet
President,
Lee
Patrick;
Recording Secretary, Lynn
Corresponding
Sensel;
Lena
Green;
Secretary,
'Treasurer, Diane Jones;
Awards Coordinator, Brenda
Milburn; Clinic Coordinator,

McDonalds introduces
the great big, thick,
hotjuicy
Quarter-Pounder.

Susan Hicks; and Publicity
Chairman, Jan McNulty.
Dr. Geri Polvino has done a
fine job of advising the
Women's Officiating Service in
their ventures this year. The
purpose of W.O.S. is to improve
the sports program for girls and
women by training and
providing qualified personnel
for on campus and off campus
sports events. The members
have the opportunity to learn
officiating techniques through
workshops, clinics, and field
trips.
Membership to W.O.S. is open
to all graduate and un-

dergraduate women students of
Eastern, not just physical
education majors. Women who
are not students of EKU but who
are still interested in promoting
purposes of the organization
may become associate members.
There will be a charge of
three dollars for the meal at the
banquet. Members of W.O.S.
who have paid their dues for
this semester will be charged
two dollars. The money should
be paid to Connie Urlage, Joyce
Dettor', of Lind Ruf by Thursday, March 30.

EKU To Host Swimming Meet
Eastern will host the 1973
Kentucky High School Class AA
Swimmming
and
Diving
championships Mar. 30-31 in
Donald Combs Natatorium.
Among the 22 high schools
competing will be the defending
boys' team champions (Model
Laboratory
School)
and

defending girls' team winners
(Notre Dame Academy).
Preliminaries for the girls'
championship will begin at noon
Friday with the finals slated to
start at 7 p.m. The boys'
preliminaries get underway at
10a.m. Saturday with the finals
scheduled to start at 3:30 p m.

Panavisiorf De Luxe Color • From Warner Bros, a Warner Communications Company.
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We start with a .quarter pound of 100 percent beef, cook it just right and top it -•»«> onions, pickles
"<*tcbj<p anditiusttrd-with che.~*«vailable if you'd like-all on a toasted sesam* "Trtbun. And all at
a price you've cdme to expect from McDonalds.
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Spaghetti with Rich Meat SajfZfcri.y...^...7..'.....
Spaghetti with Meat and Mushroom Sauce....
Spaghei« «rT>rttta Hut Tomato Sauce
"Spaghetti Pete" Dinner (Children under 12)

1
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1.59
..99

Above items served with Bread * Salad with choice ot dressings
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Even Season Record

Dawson Breaks Triple Jump Mark
recorded, Eastern had several
fine performances. The three
best, according to Coach Art
Harvey, were the second place
distance medley relay, the
triple jump, in which Charlie
Dawson bettered his own school
record, and Tyrone Harbut's
anchor leg of the mile relay.
The distance medley relay, in
which each man runs a different
distance, was composed of
Randy Jungkurth, who ran the
880 leg; Bill Samuels, 440;
Randy Chadwell, 1320 (threefourths of a mile); and Jerry
Young, who ran the anchor mile
c
leg.

BYBILLSTAPLETON
Staff Writer
Eastern's
track
team
traveled this past weekend to
Greenville, South Carolina to
compete in the Furman News
piedmont Relays. Although
there were no team scores

"Jerry has been improving
tremendously," said Harvey.
"In this particular race he

Tennis Team Blanks Bellarmine

dropped five seconds off his best
time with a 4:13 mile leg. Were
well pleased with his progress."
Another fine effort was turned
in by Dawson, a junior from
Danville, who recorded a
distance of 49 feet, 6" 4 inches in
the triple jump, which broke his
record of 49 feet, 14 inches.
The third fine performance
was Harbut's final leg in the
mile relay. "We were in a slow
heat," explained Harvey.
"Tyrone was far ahead of the
field when he began and still ran
a 47.3 without competition. He is
really running well and looked
great coming in."
The next meet, for Eastern
will be the University of Kentucky Relays April 6 and 7 in
Lexington.

BY RITCHIE KENDALL
Staff Writer
The EKU varsity tennis team
evened its season record at 6-6
on March 24 by defeating the
Unversity of Louisville and
Bellarmine College, both of
whom posted outstanding
seasons last year. Eastern
blanked Bellarmine 9-0 and won
by forfeit over Louisville.
EKU tennis coach Tom
Higgins
expressed
deep
satisfaction with the performance his netters gave, and
he believes that Eastern will be
more than ready for the upcoming OVC season, which is
only two weeks away.
P.D. Ballard, Bruce Sims,
Jim Greenup, Greg Stephenson,
John Young, and Henry Shores

1973 EKU Track Schedule
DATE
April 6-7
April 13-14
April 21
April 27-28
May 5
May 12
May 18-19
June 7-8-9

JERRY YOUNG
G

MEET
Kentucky Relays
Dogwood Relays
Western & Arkansas St.
Ball State Relays
Morehead
Commanding Generals
OVC Championships
NCAA Championships

SITE
Lexington
Knoxville
Bowling Green
Muncie, Ind.
Morehead
Ft. Campbell, Ky.
Morehead
Baton Rouge, La.

P.D. BALLARD, the number one singles player for the EKU
tennis team, slams a serve toward his Bellarmine opponent
during Eastern's 9-0 whitewashing of the Knights last weekend.
The victory enabled the Colonel netters to even their season
record at 6-6.

Fifteen Now In Fold

Four More Prospects Sign With Eastern Football Squad
Eastern head football coach
Roy Kidd has announced the
signing of Roosevelt Kelly of

Kelly, a 6-3, 205-pound center
Dayton, Ohio, Ao • an Ohio
Valley Conferences letter-of- for coach Tom Montgomery at
intent.
Roosevelt High School, was a
unanimous pick on the all-city
squad and first-team selection
on the all-area squad.
"He has the speed, quickness
and height that we look for in a
football player. He is a bluechip prospect and will play a lot
for us next year at center,"
Kidd said.
Larry Blackburn, a 6-1, 210pound fullback from Worthington High School, has also
signed with Eastern.
Blackburn was an allconference performer and co-

two outstanding
captain of coach Bob Wion's Hedrick,
players
from
Fairmont
Worthington High School team
his senior season. He lettered East High School in Kettering,
four years in football and Ohio, have also inked with the
basketball and two seasons in Colonel football team.
Landis, a 6-2, 220-pound tight
baseball. .
The 18-year-old son of Mr. and end, lettered in football,
Mrs. Robert Blackburn of basketball and baseball at
Worthington, Larry has been a Fairmont East where he was a
member of the National Honor member of the National Honor
Society the last two years. He Society and a scholar athlete.
Hedrick played offensive
plans to study prelaw at
tackle for Fairmont East where
Eastern^
"Larry has good speed and he was a secondteam all-league
good size and should fit right choice his senior season. The 6into our offense next season," 3, 235-pound senior was a letterman in football and baseball.
Kidd said.
"We are pleased to add these
Robert Landis and James
two outstanding football players
to our program," said Kidd.
Kidd and his staff have now
ningback position. He is a good signed 15 prospective athletes
all-around athlete," said EKU for the 1973 season.
assistant Tom Stillwagon who
inked Pitts.

Pitts, Kuhn Ink Football Grants

Photo by Jim Shepherd

THREE EASTERN football players run through a blocking drill
during a recent practice session. The Colonel gridders will
continue workouts until the end of next month.

Tom Pitts, a 6-1, 182-pound
runningback from Fremont,
Ohio, has signed an Ohio Valley
Conference letter-of-intent with
the Eastern football team.
The 19-year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Monroe Pitts of Fremont,
he was an ayndistrict and allBuckeye Conference choice his
senior season for coach
Charles Shuff at Fremont Ross
High School.
Pitts lettered three years in
football and track and two
seasons in basketball. *
"We feel Tom is a bluechipper who could step in next
season and help us at a run-

Don Kuhn, a 6-5, 225-pound
offensive tackle from Elder
High School in Cincinnati, Ohio,
has also signed a grant-in-aid
with Eastern.
Kuhn, the 18-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Kuhn of
Cincinnati, lettered two years
in football and two seasons in
basketball. He was a first team
selection on the Greater Cincinnati League all-star squad
for Elder coach Ken Haupt.

Five Eastern Cagers Among OVC's Top Scorers
i Final basketball statistics
released by the OVC show that
Eastern placed five men among
the league's top 25 scorers.
Charlie Mitchell finished second
to scoring champion James
"Fly" Williams of Austin Peay
with an average of 22.6 points
per game (Williams finished at
29.5) and Dan Argabright
placed 13th (13.9 average),
Robert Brooks 19th (12.4), Wade
Upchurch 21st (11.8). and Carl
Brown 24th (10.6).
Argabright finished sixth on
the rebounding chart with an
average of 11.2 grabs per
contest. Brooks placed 10th in
the loop in this department with
- an 8.2 average and Mitchell was
£ 14th at 7.0.
Argabright also finished
- second in the league in field goal
percentage as he hit 54.8 per
cent from the floor (Murray's
■ Marbelpus Starks was the
|leader at 61.3). Mitchell was
:
; 17th with a 46.8 percentage and
• Upchurch was 20th at 45.0.
In free throw percentage.
' Mitchell placed 10th on the list
at 68.8 per cent and Brooks was
''- 11th at 68.0 per cent. Upchurch's
: percentage of 81.8 would have
placed him second in the
^league, but he did not shoot

enough free throws to qualify game (45.8).
for the league title <50 was the
minimum number of free
The league's top ten scorers
throws made and Upchurch this year were as follows:
1. James Williams, Austin
made only 45).
As a team, the Colonels stood Peay, 29.5
2. Charlie Mitchell, Eastern,
sixth in team scoring with 1079
points and fifth in team defense 22.6
3. Les Taylor, Murray, 22.4
with 1097 points allowed, for an
4. Leonard
Coulter,
average of 78.6 points scored
and 79.9 points allowed per Morehead, 21.3
game. They finished fourth in
5. Wayne Pack, Tennessee
field goal percentage (46.4), Tech, 18.4
second in free throw percentage
6. Jimmy Powell, Middle
67^^mHdlhinreboimd^er^TeTmessce^^

RESUMES & THESES
Printed
All types of printing done
Free Estimates

B&J INSTANT PRINTING
211 Geri Lane
Eastern By-Pass
Behind Steaks & Such

PIZZA PALACE
ANDY'S SPECIAL
SANDWICHES
ANDY BURGER h

Sliced beef wittT oarneque sauce served on a bun
Slicaui nWlr with barbequf sauce serttd on a bun
WE DELIVER
110 South Second St.

623-5400_

4

7. Mike Coleman, Murray,
17.4
8. Eugene Lyons, Morehead,
16.9
9. Rich Stone,. Tennessee
Tech, 16.2
10.
Marcelous
Starks,
Murray, 15.8

ss

their matches.
The EKU netters will take
part in a quadrangular match
Saturday at Marshall University
in Huntington. W.Va.. with
Purdue University, Morris
Harvey College and Marshall.

won the No. 1 through No. 6
singles' matches, respectively,
lor the Colonels.
In the doubles' events, EKU's
Ballard-Sims (No. 1), YoungStephenson (No. 2) and
Greenup-FredScott (No. 3) won

Baseball Squad Loses Three
As. They have maroon pants,
< Continued From Page Six)
white
giving up two hits and nothing white shoes and
doubleknit tops.
else in four innings.
Eastern has two twinbills this
Golf Match
weekend on Turkey Hughes
(Continued From Page Six)
field. The Buckeyes of Ohio
season
for the EKU linksmen.
State are coming in for the four
The golfers have had a two
games, this Friday and
week layoff since they returned
Saturday.
from a trip through South
The Colonels will have new Carolina during spring break.
uniforms for their games with They compiled their current 4-1
OSU reminiscent of the Oakland record during that trip.

Friday Night Is

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right — 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" — no
starvation — because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.26 for Rush
Service) — cash is O.K. — to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 982,
Dept ST. Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

WRESTLING NIGHT IN RICHMOND
With

Phil Golden s All Star Wrestling
MADISON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL GYM
Friday, March 30, 1973 8:15 P.M.

FOUR BIG EVENTS
• TAG TEAM MATCH •
Karl & Kurt VonBrauner
World Tsg Team Champions
Manaced By Gentleman Saul Wemgerotf

Vs. Dale Mann & Buddy Hack
• MIDGETS*
Cecil Strong Vs. Chris Columbo

• 6IRLS GltLS GWLS
Marie Vagnone Vs. Candy Kane
World's Champion

•••

PLUS

Ca|un Queen

••*

Saul Weingeroff Vs. Jerry Barber

*fj>

Th.i wetUtaa mitch it b«lnf »poniof«( bj lh« Rkhnwnd Rtnluckf J«rc..i

Ringside Tickets J350
General Admission $2»
Children Under 12 T°
Watch ALL STAR WRESTLING on WKVT-TV CHZj_ _
Lexington with Buzz Benson announcing. See local paper tor tune

BOB HOPE
IS COMING TO RICHMOND
WEDNESDAY, APRIL
8 P.M.

Alumni Coliseum
GUEST STAR

k**\

MARYTRAVERS
With Special Performance By The Ides Of March

i

MOVIES]
MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

Tickets May Be Purchased At
Cashier's Window, .
Coates Administration Building

;v

1

• •••••
April 3, 4 & 5

Will Be Shown All Three Dates

Tuesday, Wed, Thursday

WAR BETWEEN
MEN (PG)
ANDComedy
WOMEN
Jack Lemmon,
Barbara Harris,
Jason Robards
Jack Lemmon playing
James Thurber in a comedy
that is a grab bag of
Thurber wit and cynacisms

Richmond, Kentucky
623-8154

*

• •••••
April 6 & 7
Friday & Saturday

FIRST FULL OF
DYNAMITE

Tickets:
Mj00

^i

Jgoo

St

c>;^;.v
N\>

*.A

EKU Stndent Prices
with I.D.

frK

$400
$500

$500

(PG) Action Melodr.

ALL SEATS

Rod Steiger,
James Goto, n
-.- .^fceted Short Subjects
All Programs •
Ticket Office Opens 7:00P.M.
-Show Starts 7:30 P.M
Admission 75'
-Children (under 12) 50'

RESERVED
ztapK.

-V
<?<-■

r^

*

•
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Coeds Compete For
Miss Richmond 1973
BY K.UVN COXLEY
News hriitor

Mary Bradv, junior from
Davton, Ohio talks with Dr.
John Rowlett vice president of

Academic Affairs and his
brother Lon Rowlett, Director
of Personnel for Baltimore
Police.

LEN Association
Holds Career Days
The first ol two Criminal
Justice Career Days held on the
campus
was
launched
-yesterday when President
Robert R. Martin welcomed the
agency representatives attending.
"In my whole professional
career there is nothing I take
greater pride in than the Law
Enforcement Department at'
Eastern,'' President Martin
said.
He further added. "It is the
first, and I hope the beginning of
a series of conferences to be
held"' The event sponsored by the

Association of Law Enforcement, the American Criminal
Justice Association and Alpha
Phi Sigma (police science
honorary)began in the Keen
Johnson Building on,campus.
The purpose of the Career
Days is to professionally recruit
students by the aid of the
agencies represented. The
agencies are available to
provide the students with information about such office
departments as Juvenile,
Correction
and
Security
Officers and also provide information about other types of
training offered by the Military
Police at Eastern.

Showcase Of Talent
(Continued From Page One)

Friday night the groups
slated to appear are: Dave
Loggins, a country, folk singer.
Bill Deal and the Rondells, a
rock group, and Chris Smithers,
a blues and folk singer.
Saturday night the schedule
includes: Chuck Mitchell, a folk
singer. Old Buck, a country
rock group and Silverman, a
soft rock combo. Each group
will perform for 40 minutes.

thus giving each school a
chance to preview new talent to
be considered next fall for their
mini-concerts series. This will
also give Eastern students the
chance to vocie their approval
or disapproval for future
concerts.
The "Showcase
of
Talent" on Friday and Saturday
nights will be open to everyone.
Students are encourgaged to
attend two evenings of
fun
and music.

The
Richmond
Junior
Women's Club will sponsor the
loth annual Miss Richmond
Scholarship Pageant Monday,
April 2, in Hiram Brock
Auditorium.
Sixteen Eastern and one Uni
versity of Kentucky coed have
been selected by a screening
committee to participate in the
event, which is chaired by Mrs.
Jack Hibbard. The pageant will
center around the theme "Make
Your Own Kind of Music."
Debbie Begley. 21, special
and elementary education
major from Amelia, Ohio, is
being sponsored by Jan's Shoes.
Carolyn Chandler, sophomore
therapeutic dietetics major
from Vandalia, Ohio, is a
member of Phi Mu Phi sorority,
a Tau Kappa Epsilon, Little
Sister and a Student Senate
delegate. She is being sponsored
by Jett and Hall.
Mar-Tan. Optical's entry in
the Miss Richmond 1973
Pageant is Sharon Christian,
juvenile law enforcement major
from Bourbon County. Miss
Christian has held the titles of
Miss Bourbon County Farm
Bureau and Miss Morehead
District Farm Bureau.
Fashion merchandising
major Patti Floyd is being
sponsored for the contest by
Harolde's in the University
Shopping Center.
Robyn Goble, recreation and
park administration major
from Louisville, is sponsored by
M and M Drugs.
Gail House, sponsored by the
Spanish Hut is a member of the
Nursing Association at Eastern
and represents Sidney Clay
Hall.
Bellairs' entry in the Miss
Richmond contest is 19-year-old
Shandra Jackson from Birmingham,
Alabama.
A sophomore at Eastern, Miss
Jackson has had training in
piano, dance and drama and
enjoys painting and working
with crafts.

to**1

iH

Cathi Jones, sophomore from
Tiffin. Ohio, is being sponsored
by the J.C. Penney Company
downtown.
Jackie Kemper, sophomore
elementary education major
from Battle Creek, Michigan, is
an alternate in the Miss Richmond contest.
^Debbie Monaghan, sponsored
by Lerman's. is a 19-year-old
sophomore
majoring
in
psychology. '
An interior design7 major,
Linda Reynolds, is a sophomore
from Clay County. Miss
Reynolds currently holds the
titles of Miss Clay County and
Miss JC of Clay County.
Virginia
Richards,
sophomore medical assistant
major is sponsored by Kentucky
Utilities. She is a member of the
Little Colonels drill team and a
Military Police sponsor. Karen Shipp, sponsored by
Grant's has studied the piano
for nine years. Co-valedictorian
of her graduating class at
Butler
High
School
in
Louisville. Miss Shipp has
studied previously at The
University of Richmond.
A junior home economics
major from Lexington, Karla
Strong is sponsored by Catos.
She represents the tenth floor of
Clay Hall.
An alternate in the Miss Richmond Pageant, Elaine Smith is
a junior at Eastern. A graduate
of Atherton High School in
Louisville, Miss
Smith 's
hobbies include playing the
piano, fishing and outdoor
sports.
Charlotte Tweed, theater arts
major at the University of
Kentucky is also an alternate
for the contest. '
A Little Sister for Theta Chi,
Theresa Williams, ia a 19-yearold sophomore from Dayton,
Ohio. She is a graduate of Vogue
Modeling School and is being
sponsored by the Smart Shop.
The Miss Richmond Pageant
will begin at 8 p.m. Monday
evening.

tooM
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Recruiting was the thing in
the Powell grill as both
Military and religious groups
tried to round up members for

Photo by Robert Babbage

their organizations. At right
Rick McCollum talks with
Lisa Foley, while the girl
above adjusts her cap.

MBA Offers More Opportunities
•"Applications are invited
from qualified individuals interested
in
advanced
professional study in selected
areas
of
business
administration." So reads the
handbill
concerning
the
Master's Program for Business
Administration. The Master's
Program here at Eastern is five
years old but not many people
know of it because there has,
not been a lot of advertising
done.

Examination (GRE) and
Admission Test For Graduate
Studies in Business (ATGSB).
The grades and the students
background are. taken into
consideration. A 2.7 average is
the minimum; a 3.0 is
preferred, but here, as in the
GRE and the ATGSB each individual is given personal
consideration.
Graduate
assistantships are available to
qualified candidates.
Dr. William Morrow, head of
the Master's program says that
Thirty prerequisite hours are "twenty-seven students are
needed for admission into the presently enrolled in the
Master's Program. The amount program, three of which are
of prerequisite material while girls. Of the 48 graduates since
still an undergraduate deter- the program's start, only six
mines the time needed to get a are girls. Girls do as well as, if
MBA. Normally, however, it is not better than guys."
Dr. Morrow emphasized
a one year program.
repeatedly
the job opportunities
The requirements for adfor
a
MBA.
"Most of the people
mission
are an earned
I've
talked
with
went on to jobs
bachelor's degree, acceptable
of
$11,500
and
$12,500
per anscores on the Graduate Record

num,
which
makes
it
economically feasible. The
market is flooded with Liberal
Arts degrees. There are
difinitely more job opportunites
in this Master's program. We
want to emphasize job opportunities. I think the student
ought to be aware of the

possibilities-of which they're
not. There is one hundred
percent placement of MBA's."
Any interested students
should contact Dr. William
Morrow, Rni, 320, Combs Bldg.,
or Dean Young, 022-2556.

Final Exam Petitions Out
As a result of "a definite need
for a change in the present final
system," petitions will be
circulated in the dorms startine
today proposing solutions to the
problem. The petitions will be
available until Tuesday, April
10. Then they will be presented
to Dean Rowlett in the hope of
further action.

throughout the semester an "A"
or "B", finals should not count
more than one test grade, and
also that finals should not raise
or lower a grade more than one
letter grade.

Although petitions will
definitely be available in the
dorms, the committee hopes to
The petitions recommend that set up a booth outside the su|
finals should be optional for dent center distributing them to
students who have maintained students.

OLD-TIME
RADIO
WEKU-FM
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Recruiting

"The Radio Voice of Eastern Kentucky University"

ROCK
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Values to 44.95

Now Only 1-29 to 9.98

MULTI-PHONIC radio 88.9
Hear many of the great programs and
personalities from the golden age of radio
every Thursday night beginning at 6:30
...all part of

•& QUANTITIES LIMITED
*«.

M

WEKU-FM

,.*

56,000 WATTS ...

UNIVERSITY STORE
KEEN JOHNSON BUILDING
I

1
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Beginning April 2, hear the classics; jazz,
public affairs ...a different sound each
evening. For program listings write:

Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky, 40475
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